The flexible, workflow-focused retail back-office
software package for improved site profitability.

eurodata edbos provides user friendly tools to support di-

Profitable. Software solutions should aim to help custo-

verse retailers of goods and services in the efficient manage-

mers reduce cost and increase revenues. As well as a focus

ment of all key business processes.

on workflow efficiency, edbos delivers the key information
on which the outlet can make the right decisions to improve

Located at outlet level, it can be connected to eurodata

profitability.

edpos or third party POS systems, or to a centralised network using eurodata’s head office solution, edhos.

Flexible. We think you want to buy only what you need, so
edbos comes in modules that you can purchase individually.

edbos is international and multilingual and runs on any

Add-ons are available to meet the specific needs of conveni-

standard Windows PC. It can be purchased in modules,

ence stores, service stations, food service and fast-fit vehic-

enabling retailers to evolve scale and functionality at their

le service centres. edbos can also be easily set up for single

own pace and without compromise.

independent sites or as an outlet in a centralised network.

Powerful item, supply chain and promotion management

Workflow-focused. With over 40 years of listening to our

deliver improvements in outlet performance.

retail customers across Europe, we understand your work
and how to make it most efficient.

With one of Europe’s leading retail software specialists
behind it, edbos is reliable, scalable, flexible, data-rich and

We have designed edbos to support all key business

easy to install and use. eurodata edbos is the profitable

processes, in particular to optimise item margin and stock

solution to back-office management.

analysis, maximise supply chain management, rationalise
admin and accounting, and deliver extensive data on which
outlet performance decisions can be made.

www.edbos.de
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Item management lies at the heart of edbos. Among

Local Account management supports invoicing

many other key features, our powerful database has a range

discounts, customer group discounts, down-payments

of item typologies and extensive set up options for multiple

and surety payments, payment monitoring and reminder

item records, allowing detailed, theoretical and real item-by-

management.

item stock and margin analysis.
Statistics. edbos offers an extensive range of fast and
Supplier management enables extensive supplier

easy data for measurement and decision making.

coding, order and delivery planning, and processing and
monitoring of supplier payments.

Further modules include operational and personnel
management and financial management and pre-

Supply chain management is sophisticated and po-

accounting.

werful and allows multiple order, receiving and invoicing
methods, including automatic matching and exception

There is a powerful special add-on for fast-fit vehicle

reporting

service centres and one specifically for service stations which includes fuel management. By intelligent back-

Stock management includes efficient stock-taking with

office connection to the petrol pump controller, the fuel

time stamp, and administration and monitoring of internal

management module processes data from tanks, pumps

consumption, transfers and write-offs. Reports aim to opti-

and nozzles, with pricing for fuels now to 3 decimal places.

mise stock levels.

edbos enables complete supply chain management of fuels
in the same way as for non-fuels. eurodata leads the

A special PDA module supports multiple business

market in service station software.

processes such as ordering, receiving goods, stock-taking,
price check, label ordering and write-offs.

Well supported through our telephone assistance service.
This features remote maintenance and is tailored to meet

Price and promotion management includes a labelling

individual customer needs.

module and the ability to manage multiple promotions based
on both discounted and free product.

See edbos in practice.
Talk to our customers. Ask for a demonstration. Please call

edbos also supports in-house and third party loyalty pro-

your local contact or e-mail:

grammes.

solutions@eurodata-international.com
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